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Genome sequencing methods and assembly tools have improved dramatically since the 2013 publication of draft genome assemblies for the mountain pine beetle, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins (Coleoptera: Curculionidae). We conducted proximity
ligation library sequencing and scaffolding to improve contiguity, and then used linkage mapping and recent bioinformatic tools
for correction and further improvement. The new assemblies have dramatically improved contiguity and gaps compared to the
originals: N50 values increased 26- to 36-fold, and the number of gaps were reduced by half. Ninety percent of the content of the
assemblies is now contained in 12 and 11 scaffolds for the female and male assemblies, respectively. Based on linkage mapping
information, the 12 largest scaffolds in both assemblies represent all 11 autosomal chromosomes and the neo-X chromosome.
These assemblies now have nearly chromosome-sized scaffolds and will be instrumental for studying genomic architecture, chromosome evolution, population genomics, functional genomics, and adaptation in this and other pest insects. We also identified
regions in two chromosomes, including the ancestral-X portion of the neo-X chromosome, with elevated differentiation between
northern and southern Canadian populations.
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Abstract
Genome sequencing methods and assembly tools have improved dramatically since the 2013 publication of
draft genome assemblies for the mountain pine beetle, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins (Coleoptera: Curculionidae). We conducted proximity ligation library sequencing and scaffolding to improve contiguity, and
then used linkage mapping and recent bioinformatic tools for correction and further improvement. The new
assemblies have dramatically improved contiguity and gaps compared to the originals: N50 values increased
26- to 36-fold, and the number of gaps were reduced by half. Ninety percent of the content of the assemblies
is now contained in 12 and 11 scaffolds for the female and male assemblies, respectively. Based on linkage
mapping information, the 12 largest scaffolds in both assemblies represent all 11 autosomal chromosomes
and the neo-X chromosome. These assemblies now have nearly chromosome-sized scaffolds and will be instrumental for studying genomic architecture, chromosome evolution, population genomics, functional genomics,
and adaptation in this and other pest insects. We also identified regions in two chromosomes, including the
ancestral-X portion of the neo-X chromosome, with elevated differentiation between northern and southern
Canadian populations.
Keywords
proximity ligation sequencing, Hi-C, linkage map, chromosome architecture, sex chromosomes, forest pest
management, insect ecology
Introduction
The exponential increase in the availability of whole genomes over the past decade has largely been derived
from short-read sequences. However, while short reads can be assembled into larger contigs and scaffolds,
sequencing gaps and repetitive regions often prevent full contiguous assembly and correct ordering (Fierst,
2015). Many genomes assembled from short reads remain highly fragmented and are best considered draft
versions. Long-read sequencing technologies can overcome some issues associated with gaps and repetitive
regions, but they suffer from higher sequencing error rates (Bleidorn, 2015; Rhoads & Au, 2015). Chromosome
conformation capture sequencing, or Hi-C, is a method to study three-dimensional folding of chromosomes
that offers an elegant solution to these challenges. Specifically, the Hi-C method detects closely linked sections
(approximately 10-100 Kb) of DNA via chromatin contacts (van Berkum et al., 2010), producing highly
accurate information on chromosome-scale genomic position (Cairns et al., 2016). When the Hi-C approach
is coupled with an existing short-read draft genome, scaffolding is dramatically improved by additional anchor
points interspersed throughout the short-read assembly (Li et al., 2018).
The availability of high-quality whole genomes facilitates an enhanced understanding of genomic organization,
the mechanisms that lead to deviations from ‘common’ architectural patterns, and the potential outcomes of
such deviations. For example, a new, highly-contiguous genome assembly for the honey bee, Apis mellifera
L. (Hymenoptera: Apidae), supported the detection of inversions associated with local adaptation in high
altitude populations (Christmas et al., 2019). Comparative genomics has also contributed to a growing
recognition of genomic islands of divergence and speciation (Gagnaire et al., 2013; Renaut et al., 2013).
Numerous recent studies highlight the ecological roles that divergent regions within genomes may have and
how they are formed (e.g., Bay & Ruegg, 2017; Ma et al., 2018; Renaut et al., 2013; Tavares et al., 2018).
Neo-sex chromosomes and the degeneration of male sex chromosomes (e.g., Muller’s ratchet), present other
aspects of genomic speciation that can be explored using high-quality genome assemblies. For example, assessments of neo-sex chromosome formation and prevalence, and the subsequent deterioration of male sex
chromosomes, can provide insight into the mechanisms and consequences of their evolution. High-quality
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insect genomes are increasingly valuable because they present numerous complex sex-determination mechanisms that can affect their stability through recombination, mutation, and drift (Blackmon et al., 2016).
Recent research has highlighted the interaction between sex chromosomes and reproductive isolation (Bracewell et al., 2017), and insect genomes with newly derived neo-sex chromosomes may be better suited for
studying male sex chromosome degeneration than mammal genomes.
Genomic resources for mountain pine beetle, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins (Coleoptera: Curculionidae),
have grown considerably in recent years (Cullingham et al., 2018; Keeling et al., 2012; Keeling et al., 2013c).
Much of this research and data growth has been in response to ongoing massive population outbreaks in
western North America driven by climate change, which have resulted in severe forest disturbances and
losses (e.g., Raffa et al., 2008; Saab et al., 2014; Sambaraju & Goodsman, 2021). Genetics and genomics
were quickly recognized as tools to help model and manage outbreaks by better understanding population
dynamics (Goodsman et al., 2016; James et al., 2016); signatures of selection (Batista et al., 2016; Janes
et al., 2014); the processes of olfaction (Andersson et al., 2013; Andersson et al., 2019; Chiu et al., 2019b;
Keeling et al., 2013b), pheromone biosynthesis (Aw et al., 2010; Chiu et al., 2018, 2019a; Keeling et al.,
2013a; Keeling et al., 2016; Nadeau et al., 2017), host colonization (Chiu et al., 2019c; Robert et al., 2013)
and overwintering (Robert et al., 2016); and the coevolution between the beetle, its hosts, and its symbiotic
microorganisms (James et al., 2011).
While recent focus has been on applied pest management outcomes forD. ponderosae , there are numerous
theoretical benefits as well, and the two often complement each other. For example, the draft mountain
pine beetle genome (Keeling et al., 2013c) revealed considerable synteny with Tribolium castaneum (Herbst)
(Coleoptera: Tenebrionidae), the most closely related genome assembly at the time. That work highlighted
the important roles that specific gene families and the neo-XY chromosomal system may have in contributing
to the ecological success of the mountain pine beetle (Keeling et al., 2013c). That study also noted the lack
of linkage map data to further refine our knowledge of the location and formation of the neo-XY system.
Traditionally, linkage maps have been used to quantify effect sizes that certain loci have on traits of interest
(e.g., quantitative trait loci) (Berlin et al., 2017), which can greatly accelerate breeding programs and our
understanding of evolutionary processes and outcomes. However, linkage maps can also assist in genome
assembly of non-model organisms (Bartholomé et al., 2014) and provide insight into comparative analyses
of genomic architecture (i.e., synteny, collinearity, chromosomal rearrangements, etc.) (Barth et al., 2019;
Butler et al., 2017).
The karyotype of Dendroctonus spp. (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) varies from 5 autosome pairs (AA) +
neo-XY to 14 AA + Xyp (Zúñiga et al., 2002), with males being the heterogametic sex in all cases. In D.
ponderosae and D. jeffreyi Hopkins, the karyotype is 11 AA + neo-XY. Neo-sex chromosomes result from the
fusion of a sex chromosome with an autosome. Three otherDendroctonus spp. have a neo-XY karyotype: D.
adjunctusBlandford (6 AA + neo-XY), D. approximatus Dietz (5 AA + neo-XY), and D. brevicomis LeConte
(5 AA + neo-XY). It is not known whether the neo-XY chromosomes in these species are orthologous to
those in D. ponderosae and D. jefferyi . In D. ponderosae , the neo-X is believed to have originated from
an ancestral 12 AA + Xyp karyotype through the fusion of the ancestral-X chromosome with one copy of
the largest autosome (Lanier, 1981). The ancestral-Y (yp ) chromosome was lost, to be replaced by the other
copy of the fused autosome, becoming neo-Y. However, several species in this genus have the basal 14 AA
+ Xyp karyotype (Zúñiga et al., 2002), suggesting that the large autosome that became part of the neo-sex
chromosomes in D. ponderosae may itself have been the fusion of three ancestral autosomes. Thus, a large
portion of the genome content of D. ponderosae is in the sex chromosomes. Apart from understanding the
genome architecture, delineating the sex chromosomes and the genes they contain will help us to understand
how D. ponderosae has become one of the most important pest species in its genus, and a keystone species
in western North American pine forests.
Here we provide chromosome-level male and female genome assemblies based on new proximity ligation
and linkage mapping data to further support research on mountain pine beetle, which continues to exert
major ecological and economic effects on pine forests in Canada and the USA. We additionally use whole-
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genome pool-seq and SNP data to assess signatures of natural selection and investigate genomic linkage
in the context of rapid population, geographic, and host range expansions, as well as neo-sex chromosome
evolution. Our results broadly characterize the neo-sex chromosomes and indicate that local adaptation in
Canadian mountain pine beetle populations appears to be largely mediated by one autosomal region and the
ancestral-X portion of the neo-X chromosome.
Materials and Methods
Genome assembly and annotation
Insects for genome scaffolding
Female adult beetles were collected in August 2017 from a lodgepole pine forest approximately 60 km
south of Grande Prairie, Alberta, Canada, 54.6942 N 118.6694 W. Specimens from this collection have been
vouchered at the E. H. Strickland Entomological Museum at the University of Alberta with UASM numbers
391986-391987.
Chicago library preparation and sequencing
Dovetail Genomics LLC prepared a Chicago library as described previously (Putnam et al., 2016). Briefly,
approximately 500 ng of high molecular weight gDNA (mean fragment length = 80 kb) from an individual female beetle (NCBI BioSample: SAMN14918906) was reconstituted into chromatinin vitro and fixed
with formaldehyde. Fixed chromatin was digested with DpnII , the 5’-overhangs filled in with biotinylated
nucleotides, and then free blunt ends were ligated. After ligation, crosslinks were reversed, and the DNA was
purified from associated protein. Purified DNA was treated to remove biotin that was not internal to ligated
fragments. The DNA was then sheared to approximately 350 bp mean fragment length and sequencing libraries were generated using NEBNext Ultra enzymes and Illumina-compatible adapters. Biotin-containing
fragments were isolated using streptavidin beads before PCR enrichment of the library. The library was
sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq X platform to produce 510 million 2x150 bp paired-end reads (NCBI SRA:
SRR11965410), which provided 747 x physical coverage of the genome (1-100 kb pairs).
Hi-C library preparation and sequencing
Dovetail Genomics LLC prepared a Hi-C library in a manner similar to that described previously
(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Briefly, chromatin from another individual female beetle (NCBI BioSample:
SAMN14918916) was fixed in place with formaldehyde in the nucleus and then extracted fixed chromatin
was digested with DpnII . The 5’ overhangs were filled in with biotinylated nucleotides and then the free
blunt ends were ligated. After ligation, crosslinks were reversed, the DNA was purified from protein, and a
library was prepared as above and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq X platform to produce 514 million 2x150
bp paired-end reads (NCBI SRA: SRR11965415), which provided 37 483 x physical coverage of the genome
(10-10 000 kb pairs).
Scaffolding the assembly with HiRise
A schematic for the assembly process is shown in Fig. 1. We used the pre-existing male (NCBI BioProject:
PRJNA162621) and female (NCBI BioProject: PRJNA179493) genome assemblies (Keeling et al., 2013c)
as the input de novo assemblies for scaffolding, along with their underlying shotgun reads (NCBI SRA:
SRR546181 and SRR546185 for male assembly, and SRR546193 for female assembly).
Separately for each sex, the de novo assembly, shotgun reads, Chicago library reads, and Dovetail Hi-C library
reads were used as input data for HiRise, Dovetail’s proprietary software pipeline designed specifically for
using proximity ligation data to scaffold genome assemblies (Putnam et al., 2016). First, shotgun and
Chicago library sequences were aligned to the draft input assembly using the SNAP v1.0beta read mapper
(Zaharia et al., 2011). Separations of Chicago read pairs mapped within draft scaffolds were analyzed by
HiRise to produce a likelihood model for genomic distance between read pairs; the model was used to identify
and break putative mis-joins, to score prospective joins, and make joins. Second, Hi-C library sequences
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were aligned and scaffolded following the same method. Third, shotgun sequences were used to close gaps
between contigs.
Correction and Improvement of HiRise assemblies
We compared the male and female HiRise assemblies to each other using NUCmer (part of MUMmer v
3.23 3, Kurtz et al., 2004), and to linkage map information (described below) using ALLMAPS v0.8.12
(Tang et al., 2015), to identify inconsistencies between the two assemblies, and between the assemblies and
the linkage map information. Aided by NUCmer-based mummerplot comparisons of the relevant scaffolds,
we resolved inconsistencies by manually flipping and/or shuffling the Chicago scaffolds that appeared to
be mis-joined in the final HiRise step such that both assemblies were mutually consistent and were also
consistent with the linkage map information. When there were inconsistencies between the male and female
assemblies, we deemed the assembly most consistent with the linkage map information to be correct. At
this stage we also shortened gaps greater than 1000 bp that were in the original draft assembly, to 999
bp. We then scaffolded and gap-filled the assemblies with the corresponding assembly from the other sex
using LINKS v1.8.7 (Warren et al., 2015) and RAILS v1.4.1 (Warren, 2016). We filled the remaining gaps
in the scaffolds with ABySS-Sealer v2.1.5 1 (Paulino et al., 2015) using shotgun sequence data from the
original de novo assembly (NCBI SRA: SRR546193 for female assembly, and SRR546181 and SRR546185
for male assembly). We removed contaminant scaffolds identified by PhylOligo v1.0 (Mallet et al., 2017).
We used BUSCO v4.1.4 (Simao et al., 2015) analysis with the insecta odb10.2020-09-10 lineage dataset
(Kriventseva et al., 2019) to assess improvement of gene content on the final genome assemblies, and the
input de novo assemblies. Assembly consistency plots were generated using JupiterPlot v1.0 (Chu, 2020)
with Circos v0.69-3 (Krzywinski et al., 2009).
Gene prediction and annotation of genome assemblies
We modeled repetitive sequences with RepeatModeler v2.0 (part of Dfam TE Tools v1.0, Dfam Consortium, 2019) and masked the assemblies of these repetitive regions with RepeatMasker v4.0.7 4 (Smit et al.,
2020). We then completed three rounds of Maker v2.31.10 2 (Holt & Yandell, 2011) gene prediction on
scaffolds longer than 5 kb. For the first round, we used NCBI Coleopteran RefSeq proteins (downloaded
2019-11-12) for protein homology evidence, and NCBI D. ponderosae ESTs (downloaded 2019-11-12); D. ponderosae GenBank FLcDNAs: BT126413-BT128693 and JQ855638-JQ855707; and NCBI Dendroctonusspp.
TSA accessions: GABX00000000, GAFI00000000, GAFW00000000, GAFX00000000, GDAR00000000, and
GGKQ00000000 for EST evidence. Alignments were completed using exonerate v2.4.0 (Slater & Birney,
2005) and BLAST+ 2.9.0 (Camacho et al., 2009). The results from the first round were used with BUSCO
v3.0.2 2 to train AUGUSTUS v3.3.3 (Stanke et al., 2006). Round two used AUGUSTUS, SNAP v 201311-29 1 (Korf, 2004), and GeneMark-ES v2019-05 (Lomsadze et al., 2005) forab initio gene prediction. We
used the results from round two to directly train AUGUSTUS for the final round of Maker along with SNAP
and GeneMark-ES again. We then used InterProScan v5.40-77.0 (Jones et al., 2014) and BLAST+ v2.10.0
against the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot 2020 01 database to functionally annotate the predicted proteins from the
gene predictions. BUSCO v4.1.4 analysis with the insecta odb10.2020-09-10 lineage dataset was completed
on the predicted proteins from the first transcript variant of each gene model. The annotated assemblies
are available with the following NCBI accessions: BioProjects, PRJNA638274 (male) and PRJNA638278
(female); genome accessions JAFETF000000000 (male) and JAFETG000000000 (female).
Linkage Mapping
Controlled crosses
We collected mountain pine beetle larvae (F0 generation) from infected lodgepole pine trees from Smokey
River Lowlands near Grande Prairie (Alberta, Canada; 54deg21.376’ N, 118deg19.112’ W) and BURNCO
Quarry near Canmore (Alberta, Canada; 51deg04.026’ N, 115deg17.237’ W) in October of 2014 (Supp. Fig.
1). These sites represent the two genetically distinct sub-populations previously identified within Canada
(Batista et al., 2016; Janes et al., 2014; Samarasekera et al., 2012) and are referred to in this study as North
and South, respectively. Collected larvae continued development in their natal bolts at 4degC until spring
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2015. Next, we placed bolts in opaque emergence boxes at room temperature (approximately 22degC) and
mature mountain pine beetles were collected daily for a maximum of 15 days. Freshly emerged mountain
pine beetles were sexed using the auditory method described by Rosenberger et al. (2016) to minimize
physical damage. We temporarily stored the emerged adults at 4degC until a sufficient number had been
collected to begin crosses (maximum five days). Further details are provided in Trevoy et al. (2019).
We reared North x South crosses of the F0 generation in 55 cm bolts from three lodgepole pine, Pinus
contorta Douglas ex Louden (Pinales: Pinaceae), trees felled in May 2015 at Nojack, Alberta (53deg36.103’
N, 115deg35.239’ W). Females were placed in 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes attached to bolts to encourage
gallery construction within a specific bolt. Males from the opposite population were placed in the tube 48 h
later. Females or males that failed to enter the bolt within 24 h were replaced with alternates from the same
site of origin. We stored F0 crosses in a sealed room at approximately 22degC for six weeks, at which point
we transferred them to emergence boxes. F1 progeny were collected over 15 days and physically sexed using
the non-destructive auditory method. Mountain pine beetle adults have been known to establish secondary
galleries in different trees (Janes et al., 2016). To ensure that F1 beetles were assigned to the correct gallery,
and therefore the correct cross, each bolt was stripped and visually inspected. Any progeny from a bolt
containing multiple galleries was discarded from further analysis.
We crossed F1 beetles with gallery siblings to produce highly related F2 individuals. Males tend to guard
the entrance of a gallery and pack it with frass (Reid, 1962). Thus, after seven days, we peeled back the
wood around each gallery to a depth of 5 cm and the male was removed for genotyping. In accordance
with Amman (1972), females were expected to complete gallery construction within three weeks. Thus, we
extracted females at a later date in a similar fashion to males. Bolts were placed in emergence boxes at
approximately 22degC until additional F2 progeny were no longer recovered. All F2 individuals were stored
at –20degC prior to DNA extraction after physical sexing, using the dimorphic seventh tergite (Safranyik
& Carroll, 2006). Sexing using the dimorphic seventh tergite was reserved for F2 individuals because, while
more accurate than the auditory method, it typically causes damage to the specimen. The crossing design
and family summaries are illustrated in Supp. Fig. 1. Specimens have been vouchered at the E. H. Strickland
Entomological Museum at the University of Alberta with UASM numbers 391988-391991.
DNA extraction, sequencing, and trimming of linkage mapping samples
We extracted DNA from 229 F1 and F2 individuals from the North X South crosses using the Qiagen
DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit with optional RNase treatment. Samples underwent SNP library preparation
following the ddRAD protocol of Peterson et al. (2012) using PstI and MspI restriction enzymes. Illumina
75 bp single-end sequences were produced on a NextSeq500 at the University of Alberta Molecular Biology
Services Unit. We demultiplexed the resulting sequence reads using theprocess radtags module of Stacks
v2.0 (Catchen et al., 2011; Rochette et al., 2019). Remnant Illumina adapters and the PstI cut site at
the 5’ end of each read were trimmed using Cutadapt v1.10 (Martin, 2011). The trimmed length for each
read was 62 bp. We have deposited the demultiplexed, trimmed reads for these samples (NCBI BioSamples
SAMN17498181-SAMN17498396) into the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under accession PRJNA694171.
Data processing and linkage map construction in Lep-MAP3
We used mpileup in SAMtools v1.9 (Li et al., 2009), and the pileupParser2 and pileup2posterior scripts
implemented in Lep-MAP3 (Rastas, 2017), to align trimmed reads to both the male and female Hi-C HiRise
genome assemblies separately. Resulting posterior files were used as input into Lep-MAP3 to produce maleand female-aligned linkage maps. We used identity-by-descent (IBD) scores to verify the assignment of
individuals to discrete families by removing individuals with less than 25% IBD to at least half of the
individuals within their respective families. The ParentCall2 module imputed missing genotypes in the F1
parents that were not recovered from the bolts. The Filtering2 module removed markers with high segregation
distortion or excessive missing data (data tolerance score of 0.01, following Lep-MAP3 recommendations).
Next, we used the SeparateChromosomes2 module of Lep-MAP3 to separate SNPs into distinct linkage
groups representing putative chromosomes. We required retained linkage groups to contain at least 70
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SNPs, and set the informativeMask parameter to 23, which excluded markers that were informative only for
the fathers (i.e., we retained markers that were either informative for the mothers, or for both mothers and
fathers). Including markers informative only for fathers substantially reduced the number of SNPs assigned
to linkage groups. We adjusted LOD scores until the number of retained linkage groups closely matched the
known number of chromosomes (11 autosomes + 2 neo-sex chromosomes) based on mountain pine beetle
karyology (Lanier & Wood, 1968). In general, the appropriate LOD score should be similar to the number
of chromosomes in the genome (Rastas, 2017).
We then ordered each linkage group in both maps five times using the OrderMarkers2 module of Lep-MAP3
and selected the marker order for each group with the highest likelihood score. We checked each file for
incorrect marker ordering by visualizing linkage group graphs with xdot v1.1 (Fonseca, 2019). If any of these
graphs indicated improper marker ordering, we discarded that replicate, chose the replicate with the nexthighest likelihood score, and checked it again. This produced separate SNP recombination distances for male
and female specimens in each linkage group, which were used as input for ALLMAPS (Tang et al., 2015).
These linkage maps were used to inform joining, ordering, and orientation of scaffolds in the male and female
Hi-C HiRise genome assemblies (described above). After these assembly modifications and subsequent steps
were completed, we reproduced the male- and female-aligned linkage maps and ALLMAPS figures using the
final versions of the male and female genome assemblies and the same parameters described above. We then
repeated the marker ordering step in Lep-MAP3, this time outputting a single, sex-averaged distance for
each SNP in the linkage groups in order to produce chromosome maps using the LinkageMapView package
(Ouellette et al., 2018) in R v3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2020). We visualized each chromosome as a density map
to identify regions with strong genetic linkage, indicated by shorter per-locus cM distances.
Assessment of local adaptation in Canadian mountain pine beetle populations
Mapping
Paired-end pool-seq reads described previously (Keeling et al., 2013c) were obtained from the NCBI SRA
database (Fairview (FV) - SRR073440; Kananaskis (KA) - SRR086167; Terrace (TR) -SRR073431; Whitecourt (WC) - SRR073441; Cypress Hills (CH) - SRR086168; Valhalla (VA) - SRR086169; Houston (HO) SRR086170). Paired-end reads were trimmed using BBDuk v37.25 (Bushnell, 2020) (trimq = 20, minlength
= 10) prior to mapping. Two datasets containing northern (HO, TR, WC, FV) and southern (VA, KA,
CH) Canadian populations were created and mapped to the final female genome assembly using the BBMap
v36.92 (Bushnell, 2020) plugin for Geneious v10.1.3 (Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand) with default
settings.
Differentiation and Selection
We used Popoolation2 (Kofler et al., 2011) to evaluate nucleotide diversity (π), differentiation (FST )
and Tajima’sD between northern and southern pool-seq datasets.FST values were calculated using a nonoverlapping sliding window approach (min-count -2, min-coverage 4, max-coverage 70, min-covered-fraction
0.2, pool-size 30, window-size 10 000, step-size 10 000). Tajima’s D values were calculated with Npstat v1
(Ferretti et al., 2013) using a sliding window approach (window length 10 000).
Chromosome Pathway Analysis
In order to compare the gene composition in regions of interest, we performed statistical gene enrichment
analysis using the online version of g:Profiler (version e102 eg49 p15 7a9b4d6) with the g:SCS multiple testing
correction method applying a significance threshold of 0.05 (Raudvere et al., 2019). This tool includes a
database of Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000; Gene Ontology Consortium, 2021) and Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000) functional annotations based on
the draft male mountain pine beetle genome (DendPond male 1.0). We used BLASTn with the gene models
identified in the final female assembly to identify the corresponding gene IDs in this draft genome for analysis.
Comparison of linkage groups to SNP cohorts identified in previous work
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Using the draft female genome assembly, Trevoy et al. (2019) conducted principal component analyses and
found that plateaus of high-loading SNPs in linkage disequilibrium (LD) from a number of scaffolds were
driving clustering patterns on the first four principal component (PC) axes; plateaus in PCs 1 and 3 were
primarily related to geography, PC 2 was sex-linked, and PC 4 was much smaller and not clearly attributed
to geography or sex. To determine physical linkage and the chromosomal locations of these SNPs, we assessed
the correspondence between the scaffolds from the draft female genome containing SNPs with the highest
loadings up to and including the plateaus in each PC shown in Trevoy et al. (2019) and the final female
assembly using BLAST+ v2.10.0 (Camacho et al., 2009). For PCs 1 and 2, we included draft scaffolds
containing SNPs that had loadings equal to or greater than 0.05; for PC 3 this cut-off was 0.087, and for
PC 4, it was 0.1. We created a custom BLAST database out of the final female assembly, and then used
BLASTn to query the draft scaffolds for each PC against the new assembly, specifying a minimum e-value
of 10-5 . For each PC, hits were sorted first based on e-value and then bitscore, outputting the single best
match to the final assembly for each draft assembly scaffold.
Assessment of neo-sex chromosome architecture
Identification of the neo-Y and ancestral-X portions of the neo-sex chromosomes may clarify the process
of sex chromosome evolution in mountain pine beetle. Previous work has identified likely neo-Y scaffolds
(Bracewell et al., 2017; Dowle et al., 2017) and ancestral-X scaffolds (Keeling et al., 2013c) in the draft
male genome assembly. We assessed the genomic locations of the putative neo-Y scaffolds in the final
male genome assembly with BLASTn as described above, using the final male assembly to create a custom
database and then blasting the draft scaffolds identified by Dowle et al. (2017) against it. We also used
NUCmer to identify the regions of the neo-X chromosome derived from the ancestral-X scaffolds of the draft
male assembly predicted by Keeling et al. (2013c).
Results
Genome assembly and annotation
The original draft genomes used paired-end and mate-pair Illumina library sequencing (Keeling et al., 2013c).
We made substantial improvements to these assemblies with proximity ligation-based scaffolding with HiRise;
linkage-map/ALLMAPS-informed corrections and scaffolding; further improvements with LINKS, RAILS,
and ABySS-Sealer; and PhylOligo-based removal of contaminant scaffolds (Fig. 1, Tab. 1). All of these tools
were developed after the original draft assemblies were prepared. A comparison of scaffold sizes between
draft and final genome assemblies is shown in Supp. Fig. 2. The final female and male genome assembly sizes
were 223.7 and 224.8 Mb, with N50s/L50s of 16.6 Mb/4 and 16.4 Mb/4, respectively. Gregory et al. (2013)
used flow cytometry to estimate a 208 Mb genome size. The non-N portions of the genome assemblies were
very similar to this value, 214.0 Mb for the female assembly and 210.5 Mb for the male assembly. Compared
to the draft assemblies, N50 values increased by 26- and 36-fold, and the number of scaffolds decreased by
67 and 75 percent, respectively. Ninety percent of each assembly was contained in the largest 12 (female)
and 11 (male) scaffolds. Based on linkage mapping information, these 12 largest scaffolds in the female
assembly represent the karyotype of this species (11 AA + neo-XX). The male assembly did not contain a
large scaffold representing the neo-Y chromosome.
Each step in the assembly process contributed to the improved assemblies, and incremental assembly statistics
at each step are shown in Supp. Tab. 1. Chicago HiRise scaffolding dramatically increased contiguity,
reducing the number of scaffolds by 56-66%. Hi-C HiRise scaffolding reduced the number of scaffolds by
an additional 21%. The linkage map information allowed us to correct misjoins in the HiRise assemblies
and join additional scaffolds. Visualization of the linkage map information with ALLMAPS allowed us to
identify several instances where scaffolds from the Chicago HiRise step were flipped and/or out-of-order with
adjacent scaffolds compared to the linkage map information and the assembly from the other sex when they
were scaffolded at the Hi-C HiRise step, even though both assemblies were based upon the same scaffolding
information. An example is shown in Fig. 2. In total, nine of the twelve largest scaffolds were modified
(Supp. Fig. 3).
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In one case only, a scaffold from the draft male assembly was flipped and misplaced during the earlier Chicago
HiRise step. Based on linkage map information, ALLMAPS joined three scaffolds to make the neo-X in the
female assembly, and four scaffolds to make the neo-X in the male assembly. This made the neo-X scaffold
the largest scaffold in both final assemblies. The LINKS scaffolding step made only two and six joins,
the RAILS step made eight and eleven joins while also filling in 18% and 9% of the existing gaps within
scaffolds, and ABySS-Sealer filled in 38% and 47% of the remaining gaps of the female and male genomes,
respectively. We then identified and removed contaminant scaffolds with PhylOligo. These contaminant
scaffolds from the female and male assemblies matched most similarly to Serratia spp. andAcinetobacter
spp., respectively. Both of these genera in the Gammaproteobacteria have been found in the bark beetle
gut bacteriome (Hernández-Garcı́a et al., 2017). The final assemblies showed good consistency between sexes
in both shared synteny and chromosomal arrangement (Supp. Fig. 4), and also contained 95% of the 1367
Insecta orthologous gene set (Insecta odb10, Creation date: 2020-09-10, Supp. Fig. 5).
To annotate the genome, we used evidence from coleopteran proteins andDendroctonus spp. transcripts, with
ab initio methods for gene prediction with three rounds of Maker3. We identified 13 393 and 13 601 gene
models in the female and male genomes, respectively. This represents approximately a 4% increase from
the original draft genome annotations. These gene models contained 91% of the Insecta orthologous gene
set (Supp. Fig. 5) and 74% shared significant homology to proteins in the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot 2020 01 database. Repetitive elements occupied approximately 23% and 20% of the female and male genome
assemblies, respectively (Supp. Tab. 2).
Linkage Mapping
Controlled crosses
From the wild-collected larvae, 74 females and 69 males (F0 generation) were used to establish 66 North x
South crosses, producing the F1 generation (Supp. Fig. 1). A total of 92 female and 69 male F1 beetles were
used to establish 66 full-sibling crosses, producing the F2 generation (Supp. Fig. 1). Of these full-sibling
crosses, 22 (33%) failed to produce offspring and 10 (15%) produced three or fewer offspring. A further
20 (30%) of these F1 families were discarded due to insufficient brood size (<10 individuals) or evidence
of gallery mixing (i.e., clear family units could not be identified). Thus, 14 (21%) F1 broods remained for
producing an F2 generation. A total of 17 F1 and 212 F2 individuals were genotyped (N=229), while ten
F1 specimens (nine males and one female) that were parents of the F2 broods were not recovered from their
bolts (Supp. Tab. 3).
Genotyping and Linkage Mapping
Genotyping 229 mountain pine beetles produced 414 million reads and 22 242 SNPs after alignment of
samples to the final female genome and 22 087 SNPs after alignment to the final male genome. Thirteen
individuals failed IBD testing in LepMap3, including one entire family and three singletons from different
families (Supp. Tab. 3). After removing these individuals and imputing genotype information for the ten
missing F1 specimens, a total of 115 males and 111 females (N=226) in 13 families were used for linkage
map construction.
A LOD score of 12 recovered all 11 autosomes and the neo-X chromosome in each linkage map (Supp. Fig.
3 and Fig. 3). Increasing the LOD score to values much higher than 12 in the male-aligned linkage maps
and/or adjusting the minimum number of SNPs required to form linkage groups failed to recover a putative
neo-Y chromosome, but did result in the splitting of other autosomal linkage groups formed from single
genomic scaffolds. We were therefore unable to recover a neo-Y linkage group in the male-aligned linkage
map. Final female and male linkage maps constructed from the final genome assemblies contained 2 795 and
2 910 SNPs, respectively. Linkage mapping results are shown in Supp. Tables 4-6.
The recovered linkage groups in the female-aligned linkage map were consistent with those in the male map
except for female chromosome 10, which was equivalent to male chromosome 11 and vice versa (Fig. 3).
Genomic scaffold numbering in this study reflects assembled chromosome size (with chromosome 1 being the
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largest scaffold) and is therefore not necessarily consistent between the male and female assemblies. In this
instance, although male chromosome 11 and female chromosome 10 were syntenous, the assembled size in
base pairs of the male scaffold was smaller than the female scaffold. The female-aligned linkage groups ranged
from approximately 50 to 90 cM in size, and the equivalent male-aligned linkage map ranged from 50 to 70
cM. This size difference can be attributed to the male and female neo-X linkage groups; the female neo-X
was approximately 20 cM larger than the male copy. Chromosome 4 in both the male- and female-aligned
linkage maps contained a region approximately 30 cM in size with strong genetic linkage (approximately
0.1 cM/locus), although the exact size and chromosomal location of this region differed slightly between the
maps (Fig. 3).
Assessment of local adaptation in Canadian mountain pine beetle populations
Population Differentiation and Tajima’s D
We estimated genome-wide patterns of diversity (π), differentiation (FST ) and Tajima’s D of the pool-seq
data using non-overlapping 10 kb sliding windows for northern and southern beetle populations. Average
pairwise FST across the female genome was low at FST = 0.063 (SD = 0.038), with averages for individual
chromosomes ranging from 0.053 (SD = 0.042) to 0.092 (SD = 0.062) (Fig. 4a, Tab. 2). Average Tajima’sD
was negative for both northern (-0.859) and southern (-0.808) populations (Fig. 4b). Two regions exhibited
elevated genetic differentiation. The first region was located at the terminal end of the neo-X chromosome
between 47 and 64 Mb (Fig. 4c).FST for this region was significantly higher than the rest of the chromosome
(average FST = 0.096 versus 0.038, unpaired t -test: t = 42.497, p -value = 5 x10-276 ). Average Tajima’s
D in this genomic region was also significantly lower in the northern population compared to the rest of the
chromosome (-1.294 versus -0.913, unpairedt -test: t = 20.771, p -value = 5.3 x10-88 ). This difference in
Tajima’s D was not present in the southern population.
The second region of elevated genetic differentiation was on chromosome 4 between 2.7 and 6.7 Mb (average
FST = 0.193 versus 0.061, unpaired t -test: t = 64.535, p -value = 5.1 x10-239 ) (Fig. 4d). This second region
exhibited a significant difference in Tajima’s D between northern and southern populations (Tajima’s D =
-0.615 versus 0.109, unpairedt -test: t = 27.756, p -value = 7.5 x10-118 ) and was located within the region
of strong genetic linkage in female-aligned linkage group 4 (Fig. 3a). In the linkage map, this region was
roughly 23 to 30 cM in size and contained 147 of the 515 SNPs (approximately 29%) in this linkage group.
Upstream of this second region (start of chromosome to 2.7 Mb) we detected significantly lower levels of FST
compared to the rest of the chromosome located downstream of this region (6.7 Mb to end of chromosome)
(average FST = 0.045 versus 0.065, unpaired t -test: t = 19.043, p -value = 2.1x10-68 ). The Tajima’s
D in this upstream region also showed a significant difference between northern and southern populations
(Tajima’s D = 0.076 versus -0.155, unpairedt -test: t = 5.841, p -value = 8.76 x10-9 ). No differences between
populations in Tajima’sD were apparent in the downstream region.
We characterized the gene composition of these two chromosomes using Gene Ontology (GO) annotation and
KEGG pathway enrichment analysis. Overall, the neo-X chromosome contained genes significantly enriched
in the Cellular Component GO terms: cell periphery (GO:0071944), plasma membrane (GO:0005886), and
SWI/SNF complex (GO:0016514) (Supp. File 1). The 18 Mb region at the terminal end of the neo-X
chromosome, containing 880 genes, was significantly enriched in genes with the Molecular Function GO term:
catalytic activity, acting on a protein (GO:0140096); Biological Process GO terms: transport (GO:0006810)
and establishment of localization (GO:0051234); and the Cellular Component GO terms: SWI/SNF complex
(GO:0016514) and gap junction (GO:0005921). No KEGG pathway was significantly enriched in this region,
or the neo-X chromosome overall.
On chromosome 4, neither the region of elevated differentiation between 2.7 and 6.7 Mb, nor the region
downstream had any significantly enriched GO terms. However, the region upstream contained genes significantly enriched in the Molecular Function GO terms: alcohol-forming fatty acyl-CoA reductase activity
(GO:0102965), fatty-acyl-CoA reductase (alcohol-forming) activity (GO:0080019), oxidoreductase activity,
acting on the aldehyde or oxo group of donors, NAD or NADP as acceptor (GO:0016620), and oxidore-
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ductase activity, acting on the aldehyde or oxo group of donors (GO:0016903). No KEGG pathways were
significantly enriched for chromosome 4.
Comparison of linkage groups to SNP cohorts identified in previous work
Using the PC loading plateaus described above and in Trevoy et al. (2019), we identified and extracted
scaffolds from the draft female assembly (Keeling et al., 2013c) that had the highest loadings for each of the
first four axes (Supp. Tab. 7). The 48 draft scaffolds identified from PC 1, which Trevoy et al. (2019) found
to be related to geography, contained 101 SNPs and had top BLAST hits to 16 scaffolds in the final female
assembly. Chromosome 4 contained 66 of these SNPs. PC 2 contained 214 SNPs on 60 draft scaffolds. With
only one exception, all of these draft scaffolds had their top BLAST hits on the neo-X chromosome in the
female assembly. This is consistent with the sex-based clustering along PC 2 found in Trevoy et al. (2019).
PC 3 contained 50 SNPs on 11 draft scaffolds. These draft scaffolds aligned to chromosome 4, and 9 of them
were also found in PC 1. Of the 68 unique SNPs from PCs 1 and 3 that corresponded to female chromosome
4, 13 were located within the region of elevated FST and Tajima’s D on that chromosome, as described above
(Supp. Tab. 8). Finally, two draft scaffolds containing 25 SNPs from PC 4 matched to chromosome 9 in the
final female assembly.
Assessment of neo-sex chromosome architecture
We previously identified six large scaffolds in the draft male assembly with low nucleotide variation that we
predicted constituted the ancestral-X portion of the neo-X chromosome (Keeling et al., 2013c). In the new
assemblies, these scaffolds were found at the terminal end of the neo-X scaffold in the same orientation and
almost the same order as previously predicted, starting at approximately 58.3 Mb and 51.1 Mb for the male
and female neo-X scaffolds, respectively (Supp. Fig. 6).
We also used BLASTn to determine where 800 putative neo-Y scaffolds from the draft assembly found by
Dowle et al. (2017) were located in the new male assembly. Of these draft scaffolds, 454 matched to the
male neo-X chromosome, and the remaining 346 draft scaffolds corresponded to 202 other scaffolds in the
final genome (Supp. Tab. 9). The male neo-X chromosome spans 70 670 744 bp in length, and the 454 draft
scaffolds corresponding to the neo-X chromosome were located between base pairs 1 440 820 and 59 293 732
(Supp. Tab. 10). These draft scaffolds were not contiguous but were instead interspersed along this region
of the neo-X chromosome (Fig. 5). The remaining portion of the final neo-X chromosome downstream
of base pair 59 293 732 lacked any putative neo-Y scaffolds and also broadly overlapped with the region
of elevatedFST and Tajima’s D on the final female neo-X chromosome, described above. All these data
consistently support the same location of the ancestral-X at the terminal end of the neo-X chromosome.
Discussion
Genome Assembly
The draft mountain pine beetle genomes were assembled a decade ago from paired-end and mate-pair Illumina sequences during the early development of long-read sequencing and proximity ligation sequencing
technologies. Since then, analytical tools have improved and new assembly tools have been developed to
incorporate long-read and proximity ligation sequencing technologies (Amarasinghe et al., 2020). An upsurge
of chromosome-level assemblies is currently being published using these new approaches and tools, including
for many insects. We used proximity ligation sequencing and the improved analytical tools, along with linkage map information to enhance the draft mountain pine beetle genome assemblies. Most of the assembly
content was present in chromosome-sized scaffolds. Linkage map information provided critical complementary information that highlighted inconsistencies in the proximity ligation-based assemblies. Although we
saw no evidence of draft scaffolds being incorrectly associated with each other, we found several instances
of incorrect local ordering and orientation. This typifies the recurring challenges of this approach. However,
bioinformatic tools to reduce these errors continue to develop and improve (e.g., Nakabayashi & Morishita,
2020).
At present, genomes are published for only two other bark beetle species (Curculionidae: Scolytinae): the
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coffee borer beetle, Hypothenemus hampei (Ferrari) (Vega et al., 2015), and the European spruce bark
beetle, Ips typographus L. (Powell et al., 2020). Although the latter was completed with long-read PacBio
sequences, our use of the complementary approaches of proximity ligation sequencing and linkage map data
for scaffolding existing draft genomes resulted in more contiguous assemblies. However, gene content was
similarly complete between assemblies (95.6% for I. typographus versus 95.2% and 94.8%, for the female and
male mountain pine beetle assemblies, respectively, based upon BUSCO v4.1.4 with insecta odb10, created
2020-09-10).
Genomic architecture reflects geographic divergence and adaptation
Divergence between northern and southern Canadian populations of mountain pine beetle has been shown
in several population genetic studies (Batista et al., 2016; Cullingham et al., 2011; Janes et al., 2014).
Using available genome-wide pool-seq data (Keeling et al., 2013c) and our newly assembled genomes, we
evaluated this genetic differentiation at the chromosome level. The mountain pine beetle genome displayed
two notable regions of elevated genetic divergence. The first divergent region is on the terminal end of
the neo-X chromosome (Fig. 4c; Fig. 5a). This 18 Mb region represents the ancestral-X portion of the
neo-X chromosome. Genes in this region were significantly enriched in GO terms associated with transport,
chromatin remodeling, gap junctions, and catalytic activity (Supp. file 1).
Previous work by Bracewell et al. (2017) on mountain pine beetle populations in the northern US contrasts
with our findings on genetic divergence in Canadian populations, as they did not identify differences in genetic
divergence between the ancestral-autosomal and ancestral-X regions of the neo-X chromosome. However,
that study reported higher genetic diversity in the ancestral-autosomal region. This differs from our findings
where the ancestral-X region had the lowest levels of nucleotide diversity (Tab. 2). We also found the
ancestral-autosomal region of neo-X had relatively similar levels of diversity to those of the other autosomes,
but also showed the lowest levels of differentiation. In each chromosome and sub-region, we saw a higher level
of genetic diversity compared to Bracewell et al. (2017), which may be explained by the recent population
expansion in Canadian populations.
The second region with substantially increased divergence involves 4 Mb near the beginning of chromosome
4 (Fig. 4d). This region shows a north-south difference in Tajima’s D , with the southern population
having positive Tajima’s D values compared to the negative-shifted values in the northern population that
are typical of most of the rest of chromosome 4 and other chromosomes. Positive Tajima’s D values in the
southern population suggest that genes within this region are undergoing balancing selection, while negative
Tajima’s D values in the north highlight an excess of rare alleles in this region. It remains unknown if these
polymorphisms play a role in population expansion or local adaptation of mountain pine beetles in northern
British Columbia and Alberta. It is possible that this pattern of differentiation indicates a chromosomal
inversion between the northern and southern populations, with both inversion variants being present in the
southern population. This could alter the selection occurring on genes within this genomic region and could
also alter patterns of gene expression near the inversion breakpoints (Durmaz et al., 2021). However, our
linkage mapping results did not indicate patterns of recombination on chromosome 4 that were consistent
with an inversion, and so the differentiated FST and Tajima’s D in this region may instead reflect the recent
expansion and establishment of mountain pine beetle populations north and east of their historical Canadian
range. Given the size of this differentiated region and the biological importance of the genes involved in
protein synthesis and gene regulation found to be enriched in this part of the chromosome, it presents an
interesting target for investigating differences in local adaptation between populations of the mountain pine
beetle.
Neo-sex chromosome characterization and its applications to studies of chromosomal evolution
Alignment of the draft neo-Y scaffolds to the neo-X revealed the approximate boundary between the
ancestral-autosomal and ancestral-X portions of the neo-X chromosome. Our data suggest that the ancestralX region may be slightly larger than 10 Mb (Fig. 5), or approximately 14% of the total length of the neo-X
chromosome.
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Using linkage mapping and genome assemblies, we found that markers in each of the first four principal
components (PCs) identified in Trevoy et al. (2019) were physically linked to three chromosomes. These
findings validate the use of PC loadings exhibiting marker plateaus to infer genomic linkage in the absence
of a linkage map or chromosome-scale genome assembly. Trevoy et al. (2019) also showed that high PC
2 loadings distinguished SNPs in beetles that were almost entirely heterozygous in males and homozygous
in females. They hypothesized that this reflects sex-specific nucleotide changes in paralogous neo-X linked
versus neo-Y linked genes. If true, the male-specific heterozygosity found by Trevoy et al. (2019) actually
resulted from erroneous alignment of neo-Y reads to the ancestral-autosomal region of the neo-X. Support
for this conclusion comes from neo-Y scaffold locations on the draft genome, as identified by Dowle et al.
(2017), mapping to our neo-X chromosome (Fig. 5). Further, if any of the draft genome scaffolds containing
high-loading SNPs on the PC 2 axis identified by Trevoy et al. (2019) truly represented the male copy of
the neo-X, we would expect some of them to align to the ancestral-X region as well, but this was not the
case. Rather, we identify a mosaic-like pattern across neo-Y scaffolds that is consistent with both the recent
origin of mountain pine beetle neo-sex chromosomes and the gradual accumulation of chromosome-specific
mutations.
Karyotype varies across Dendroctonus and includes both typical Xyp sex chromosomes (as found for the
majority of beetles) and neo-sex chromosomes (Zúñiga et al., 2002), like in mountain pine beetle. We have
generated the first chromosome-level assembly in this genus, and others are forthcoming (Casola et al.,
2020; Keeling et al., 2020). The mountain pine beetle neo-sex chromosomes represent approximately 30% of
its genome content. Genome assemblies from the other Dendroctonus spp. should identify which ancestral
autosomes became part of the neo-sex chromosomes in mountain pine beetle, and the consequences of such
large sex chromosomes for mountain pine beetle physiology and ecology.
This improved mountain pine beetle genome may provide another window for studying chromosome evolution
relating to neo-XY development and Y chromosome degeneration. Currently, much of our understanding of
neo-XY systems comes from studies of Drosophila spp. (Wei & Bachtrog, 2019), while mammalian and Drosophila systems provide insight into Y degeneration (e.g., Muller’s ratchet) (Charlesworth & Charlesworth,
2000). However, neither mammals nor Drosophila are ideal systems for these studies because divergence
times among species can be considerable – their Y chromosomes tend to be quite old, exhibiting substantial
degeneration (Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 2000). Thus, evolutionarily more recent neo-Y systems, like
that of mountain pine beetle, are particularly valuable.
Several other features of the mountain pine beetle genome, coupled with the improved genomic resource
presented here, make it an interesting chromosomal evolution study system. First, compared to traditional
chiasmatic or achiasmatic XY systems, the ancestral Xyp karyotypes of many Dendroctonus spp. may more
readily result in neo-XY systems. (Blackmon & Demuth, 2014; Dutrillaux & Dutrillaux, 2017). Second, Y
turnover, due to degeneration followed by neo-Y gains, is common in many beetle groups, and is approximately 34% inDendroctonus (Blackmon & Demuth, 2014). Third, neo-Y haplotype groups corresponding to
geography and low hybrid viability have been identified in the mountain pine beetle (Dowle et al., 2017).
Thus, further study of the mountain pine beetle genome may allow us to answer a variety of questions relating
to Muller’s ratchet-related concepts, and implications for neo-Y chromosome turnover, in phylogeographic
and cyclic population irruption contexts.
In conclusion, we completed proximity ligation-based scaffolding of the draft genome of D. ponderosae ,
supported by linkage mapping, to generate chromosome-level assemblies. These assemblies support genomelevel investigations of many biological processes for this keystone species and silvicultural pest and will serve
as a valuable resource for functional and evolutionary studies of otherDendroctonus species, other Scolytinae
and Coleoptera more generally.
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Table 1: Summary statistics for the genome assemblies
Summary statistics for the starting draft assemblies and the final assemblies. Incremental summary statistics
for each step in the assembly process are shown in Supp. Tab. 1.
Female

Draft

Final

Total size (Mb)
Non-N length (Mb)
Scaffolds:
Number
Longest (Mb)
N50 (Mb)/L50
N90 (Mb)/L90
Average length
Number >10 kb
% of genome >10 kb

261.3
212.8

223.7
214.0

6 520
7.21
0.466/137
0.0271/943
40 082
1 696
94.8

2 136
63.6
16.6/4
3.22/12
104 747
554
97.9
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Female

Draft

Final

Gene models
Transcripts
Male
Total size (Mb)
Non-N length (Mb)
Scaffolds:
Number
Longest (Mb)
N50 (Mb)/L50
N90 (Mb)/L90
Average length
Number >10 kb
% of genome >10 kb
Gene models
Transcripts

12 873
13 066
Draft
252.8
201.8

13 393
16 041
Final
224.8
210.5

8 188
4.26
0.629/87
0.0150/1422
30 880
1 928
92.5
13 088
13 587

2 084
70.7
16.4/4
7.29/11
107 864
213
97.7
13 601
16 299

Table 2: Canadian MPB average nucleotide diversity, Tajima’sD and FST estimates.
We used Popoolation2 (Kofler et al., 2011) and the final female genome assembly to evaluate nucleotide
diversity (π), differentiation (FST ) and Tajima’s D between northern and southern pool-seq datasets
Partition
Ancestralautosomal region
of neo-X
Ancestral-X
region of neo-X
Autosomes
Chromosome
2
Chromosome
3
Chromosome
4
Chromosome
5
Chromosome
6
Chromosome
7
Chromosome
8
Chromosome
9
Chromosome
10
Chromosome
11

Διvερσιτψ
(π)Νορτη
1.267%

Διvερσιτψ
(π)Σουτη
1.265%

Tajima’s DNorth Tajima’s DSouth F ST (North vs
South)
-0.965
-1.050
0.038

0.431%

0.569%

-1.214

-0.913

0.096

1.016%
0.741%

1.194%
0.859%

-0.790
-0.880

-0.813
-0.950

0.067
0.063

0.996%

1.195%

-0.793

-0.805

0.068

1.301%

1.587%

-0.599

-0.496

0.092

0.986%

1.197%

-0.824

-0.838

0.068

0.926%

1.117%

-0.791

-0.895

0.064

0.949%

1.096%

-0.738

-0.784

0.062

0.838%

1.021%

-0.804

-0.789

0.068

1.077%

1.203%

-0.846

-0.916

0.055

1.191%

1.431%

-0.867

-0.879

0.059

1.256%

1.547%

-0.840

-0.873

0.062
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Chromosome

1.723%

2.079%

-0.749

-0.868

0.058

12
Figure Legends
Figure 1: Genome assembly pipeline
Each major step en route to the final annotated assemblies is shown in blue text. Sources of the input data
(NCBI BioSample, assembly, and SRA accessions) are indicated in parentheses. Dashed lines between the
two assembly paths indicate sharing of scaffolding information only; solid lines indicate sharing of scaffolding
and sequencing information. For annotation of the genomes with Maker, empirical sequence sources and
theab initio gene predictors used are indicated.
Figure 2: Example of manual scaffold editing based on linkage map information
Example of manual repositioning of regions of the scaffolds from the Hi-C step using information from the
linkage map and male versus female dot-plots. (A) ALLMAPS graphs for a male Hi-C scaffold showing
position of markers derived from male (orange) and female (green) mapping population samples. Sections
with crossing marker positions (left subgraph) and negative slope (right subgraph) indicate regions in the
scaffold with orientation inconsistent with the linkage map. Sections in right subgraph that are parallel but
not collinear with the trend of the curve indicate regions in the scaffold with ordering inconsistent with the
linkage map; (B) ALLMAPS graphs for a female Hi-C scaffold showing position of markers derived from
male and female mapping population samples; (C) Dot-plot (mummerplot with data generated by NUCmer)
of the male and female Hi-C scaffolds. Blue arrows indicate the position and orientation of the Chicago
scaffolds that were inconsistent with linkage map information. Black arrows indicate positional reordering of
these scaffolds, and red arrows indicate a flip of the scaffold; (D) ALLMAPS graphs for the same male Hi-C
scaffold after manual repositioning showing consistency with the linkage map information; (E) ALLMAPS
graphs for the same female Hi-C scaffold after manual repositioning, showing consistency with the linkage
map information; (F) Dot-plot of the male and female Hi-C scaffolds after manual repositioning, showing
consistency between sexes. Blue arrows demark the position and orientation of the Chicago HiRise scaffolds
after the manual repositioning.
Figure 3: Linkage groups representing putative chromosomes for the female-aligned (A) and
male-aligned (B) linkage maps
The vertical axis on the left-hand side of the figure indicates the cM size of each linkage group, and the
black horizontal lines in each linkage group depict the positions of SNPs used to construct the maps. The
background colour of each linkage group shows recombination density; regions of higher density (exhibiting
greater linkage) are indicated by warm colours, and regions with lower density are represented by cooler
colours. Note that the female-aligned linkage groups 10 and 11 are labelled in reverse order from the
equivalent male-aligned linkage groups, indicated by the arrows. Chromosomes in the genome assemblies
are numbered from largest to smallest, and the assembled size of chromosomes 10 and 11 differ between the
sexes.
Figure 4: Patterns of genome-wide differentiation and Tajima’sD of the female mountain pine
beetle genome
(a) Manhattan plot for FST was calculated in 10 kb non-overlapping sliding windows with each point representing a single estimate of FST ordered at the relative genomic position and colored according to chromosome
number. (b) Line graph of Tajima’s D calculated in 10 kb non-overlapping sliding windows for northern
(red) and southern (blue) pool-seq populations of mountain pine beetle. (c) Manhattan plot for FST and line
graph of Tajima’s D for neo-X. (d) Manhattan plot forFST and line graph of Tajima’s D for chromosome 4.
Regions of elevated FST and Tajima’s D highlighted in grey.
Figure 5: A schematic of the male neo-X chromosome
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(A) Schematic of the neo-sex chromosomes. The neo-X chromosome originates from the fusion of an ancestral
autosome and the ancestral-X chromosome (shown in orange). The neo-Y chromosome (shown in cyan)
originates from the other copy of the ancestral autosome found in the neo-X. (B) Schematic of the male
neo-X chromosome. Regions of cyan indicate neo-Y scaffolds identified from the draft male assembly by
Dowle et al. (2017) that mapped on to the male neo-X chromosome in the new genome assembly. The
inset image at the top of the figure illustrates that these scaffolds are short and not contiguous along the
chromosome, but rather interspersed among neo-X regions. The grey region on the far-right portion of the
chromosome indicates a large region where putative neo-Y scaffolds failed to map, and likely represents the
ancestral-X portion of the chromosome.
Supplemental Information:
Supplemental Tables 1-10: Supplemental Tables 1-10.xlsx
Supplemental Figures 1-6: Supplemental Figures 1-6.pdf
Supplemental File 1: Supp File 1.xlsx
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